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In this letter, we report a full-metallic broadband wave plate assembled by standing metallic

L-shaped stereostructures (LSSs). We show that with an array of LSSs, high polarization conver-

sion ratio is achieved within a broad frequency band. Moreover, by rotating the orientation of the

array of LSSs, the electric components of the reflection beam in two orthogonal directions and their

phase difference can be independently tuned. In this way, all the polarization states on the Poincar�e
sphere can be realized. As examples, the functionalities of a quarter wave plate and a half wave

plate are experimentally demonstrated with both reflection spectra and focal-plane-array imaging.

Our designing provides a unique approach in realizing the broadband wave plate to manipulate the

polarization state of light. VC 2014 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4902405]

In order to manipulate the polarization state of light, con-

ventionally a wave plate made of a birefringence crystal plate

cutting along certain crystallographic orientation is applied.1

The phase difference between the two orthogonal components

of light, usually termed as o-ray and e-ray, depends on both the

birefringence of material and the thickness of the crystal plate.

For conventional materials, the available birefringence is usu-

ally small (typically 0.1–0.2).2 To achieve certain phase differ-

ence in the two orthogonal directions, the wave plate must be

thick enough in order to accumulate the required optical path

difference between the o- and the e-ray. In other words, the ge-

ometrical thickness of the crystal plate is the major control pa-

rameter of a wave plate. However, as the development of

integrated optics and modern on-chip photonics, the spatial size

of an optical device becomes extremely limited.3 In addition,

conventional crystalline plate is transparent only for a certain

frequency range.4 It follows that different crystalline material

has to be elaborately selected in order to cover a specific fre-

quency band, which further limits the applicability of the opti-

cal device based on the birefringence crystalline material.

Therefore, it is highly anticipated to design a metastructure that

allows people to get rid of the restrictions of the dielectric mate-

rial in tuning the polarization state of light over a broad fre-

quency range.

In plasmonics developed in recent decade, with certain

sub-wavelength metallic microstructures, it is possible to

control the polarization of light and achieve various optical

properties.5–13 Most of these optical devices constructed

with metallic microstructure have shown interesting optical

functionality at a certain frequency range.13–16 So far, great

efforts have been devoted to broaden the response frequency

band of the optical device based on metamaterial.17–21 For

example, by superimposing different resonance modes

within a unit cell, the bandwidth of the structure can be

expanded.22–25 Besides, metal-insulator-metal structures

have been designed by several groups,5,21 and the behind

mechanism26 has recently been elucidated as the conjugation

compensation of the intrinsic dispersion of the metallic struc-

tures and the thickness-dependent dispersion of the dielectric

spacing layer.

Here, we demonstrate a full-metallic broadband wave

plate made of an assembly of standing metallic L-shaped ster-

eostructures (LSSs). As examples, we experimentally demon-

strate the functionalities of a quarter wave plate and a half

wave plate with the fabricated structure. All the polarization

states of light can be achieved within a broad frequency band

(over 30% of the center frequency) with this design. In active

opto-electric device27 and display technology,28 there do exist

the circumstances that require a surface acting as an electrode

and as a metasurface simultaneously. Therefore, we expect

that constructing a stereostructured metallic layer provides a

unique approach in designing broadband functional opto-

electric devices based on metamaterial.

The array of standing metallic LSSs is fabricated on a

glass substrate by two-photon polymerization of UV-curable

negative photoresist,29–31 and details will be described later.

A continuous metallic thin film blanket afterwards covers

both the polymer standing LSSs and the glass substrate. A

sketch of the LSS array and the unit are illustrated in Figs.

1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The coordinate frame is so set

that the diagonal directions of LSS unit are defined as x- and

y-axes, respectively. The bottom of LSS locates at z¼ 0 as

shown in Fig. 1(b). In this way, the two arms of the LSS unit

point to 45� and 135�, respectively. The unit cell shown in

Fig. 1(b) is reproduced in both 45� and 135� directions, so an

array with lattice constant L is constructed. The normal inci-

dent light is linearly polarized and propagates in –z and the

polarization direction is characterized by angle h. The finite

difference time domain (FDTD) method is applied in calcu-

lating the complex amplitude of reflected light. The permit-

tivity of gold in the infrared regime is based on the Drude

model e(x)¼ 1�xp
2= (x2þ ixsx), where xp is the plasmaa)Email: muwang@nju.edu.cn
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frequency and xs is the damping constant. For gold, the

characteristic frequencies are taken as xp¼ 1.37� 1016 s�1

and xs¼ 1.2� 1014 s�1.32,33 The permittivity of the glass

substrate and the L-shaped interior structure is taken as 2.00

and 2.25, respectively.34

The incident light is reflected by the LSS array. The am-

plitude and the phase difference between the two orthogonal

components of the reflected light are calculated, as illustrated

in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively, so that the polarization

state of the reflected light is fully described. In Figs. 1(c) and

1(d), rm�,n� stands for the complex amplitude of the m�-com-

ponent of reflected light for which the incident light is polar-

ized in n� direction. For the LSS array, the symmetric axes

of the structure are in 0� and 90� directions, respectively.

When the incident light is polarized in 0� direction (x-direc-

tion) or in 90� direction (y-direction), the polarization state

of the reflected light remains unchanged. Simulation indi-

cates that the reflectance amplitudes jr0�,0�j and jr90�,90�j are

identical and nearly dispersion-free in the range of

1550–2100 cm�1. The phase difference Du between r90�,90�

and r0�,0� is 90� in 1550–2100 cm�1. When the polarization

of incident light is in 45�, the polarization state of the

reflected light will be deviated. The amplitudes of reflec-

tance, jr45�,45�j and jr135�,45�j, are identical and are

dispersion-free in the range of 1550–2100 cm�1. The phase

difference Du0 between r45�,45� and r135�,45� is 90� in

1550–2100 cm�1. In this scenario, a right-handed circular

polarized (RCP) light is achieved when the incident light is

polarized along 45�. Due to the topological symmetry of the

LSS unit, when the incident light is polarized along 135�, the

reflected light is left-handed circular polarized (LCP). The

calculations in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) indicate that in the fre-

quency range of 1550–2100 cm�1, the LSS array indeed

serves as a quarter wave plate, with the fast axis of the LSS

quarter wave plate along y-direction (i.e., 90� direction).

We should emphasize that a quarter wave plate con-

structed with LSS array can realize all the polarization states,

which can be illustrated clearly with the Poincar�e sphere.1

On the surface of Poincar�e sphere, point (2w, 2v) represents

a state of polarization, where v is the ellipticity angle as

illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2(c) and the angle w represents

the direction of the major axis of the ellipse polarized light

FIG. 1. (a) The schematic diagram of

the designing of LSS array. The up left

inset shows the top view of the LSS

unit. (b) The detailed topography of

the designed LSS unit: L¼ 3 lm,

h¼ 1.7 lm, a¼ 2.1 lm, w¼ 0.3 lm,

and the thickness of the metal film t is

35 nm. h is the polarization angle. (c)

and (d) The calculated amplitudes of

reflected light and the phase difference

for different polarization arrangements.

FIG. 2. (a) The schematic micrograph

to show the Poincar�e sphere. (b) The

diagram to show the setup of LSS

array. The polarization angle of inci-

dent light is h1 respected to x-axis, and

the whole device is rotated around z-

axis for h2 angle. (c) The ellipticity

angle v as a function of h1. (d)The ori-

entation angle w as a function of h2.

201105-2 Xiong et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 201105 (2014)
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as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(d). The coordinates S1, S2, and

S3 are the normalized Stokes parameters describing the state

of polarization. To realize a certain polarization state of light

essentially is to find a route to reach a specific point on the

surface of Poincar�e sphere.

We introduce two independent parameters h1 and h2 to

describe the polarization angle of the incident light and the

orientation angle of the LSS array, respectively, as shown

in Fig. 2(b). The LSS array locates in the x-y-z Cartesian

coordinate. As illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the coordi-

nate frame is so set that the diagonal directions of LSSs are

defined as x- and y-directions. The incident light propagates

along �z-direction. Parameter h1 is defined as the angle

between x-axis and the polarization of incident light. The

incident light ~Einc is projected in x- and y-directions and is

expressed as ~Einc cos h1ûx þ ~Einc sin h1ûy, where ûx and ûy

are the Cartesian unit vectors. As shown in Fig. 1(c), in the

frequency range of 1550–2100 cm�1, the phase difference

of reflected light in x- and y-directions remains 90�. The

amplitude ratio of reflected light in x- and y-directions is
~Einc sin h1=~Einc cos h1 ¼ tan h1. Based on the definition, the

ellipticity angle v is identical to the polarization angle h1,

i.e., v¼ h1. For scenario of h1¼ 0�, the polarization of

the reflected light does not change and its polarization is in

0� direction (Point A in Fig. 2(c)). When h1 is increased

to 45�, the amplitude ratio between the reflected light in x-
and y-directions is tanh1¼ 1 and their phase difference is

90�. In this way, a RCP reflected light is realized in

1550–2100 cm�1 (Point B in Fig. 2(c)). Similarly, for sce-

nario of h1¼ 90� (Point C in Fig. 2(c)), the reflected light is

linearly polarized, and the polarization direction is along

y-direction. For scenario of h1¼ 135�, the reflected light is

left-circular-polarized (Point D in Fig. 2(c)). If h1 6¼ np
4

holds (n is integer), the reflected light is elliptically

polarized and the principal axes are x and y. Therefore, by

rotating the incident polarization to a specific value h1,

the polarization state of the reflected light may vary from

linearly polarized light, circularly polarized light, to ellipti-

cally polarized light within a broad frequency range, as

shown in Fig. 2(c). In other words, to reach a certain point

on the surface of Poincar�e sphere, the latitude is controlled

by tuning h1.

To reach a specific point on the Poincar�e sphere, another

independent parameter, h2, is applied to control the longi-

tude, which is defined as the rotation angle of the LSS array,

i.e., the angle that x-y-z Cartesian coordinate rotates around

z-axis, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this scenario, the orientation

angle representing the direction of the major axis of the

ellipse polarized light w equals to h2. As illustrated in Fig.

2(d), the orientation angle of the reflected light changes with

h2. Therefore, h1 and h2 are the parameters to tune the polar-

ization state of the reflected light. This process can be visual-

ized on the Poincar�e sphere. When h1 varies while h2 is

fixed, the polarization state moves along latitude direction,

as marked by the red arrow in Fig. 2(a). For the scenario that

h2 is changed while h1 is fixed, the polarization state moves

in longitude direction, as indicated by the blue arrow in

Fig. 2(a). By rotating the polarization of incident light or

rotating the LSS array, any polarization state can be achieved

in the reflection beam.

To experimentally verify this expectation, we fabricate

the LSS array sample with two-photon polymerization sys-

tem (Nanoscribe GmbH) on a glass plate (Menzel-Glaser)

170 lm thick. The femtosecond laser beam is focused to a

diffraction limited spot, which is then controlled to scan in

3D space to form the LSSs. The exposed negative photoresist

(IP-L, Nanoscribe GmbH) is polymerized and generates the

backbone of standing L-shaped patterns, while the unex-

posed photoresist is removed in the developing process.

Thereafter, the polymerized L-shaped structures are coated

with a homogeneous layer of gold 35 nm in thickness by

magnetron sputtering to finalize the metallic stereostructured

layer. Figure 3(a) illustrates the field emission scanning elec-

tron micrographs (FESEM) of the LSS array, with details

shown in Fig. 3(b). Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spec-

trometer (Bruker Vertex 70v) is employed to characterize

the optical property of LSS array. A pair of ZnSe polarizers

is applied to tune the polarization of the incident light and

analyze the reflected light. The incident light propagates per-

pendicularly to the LSS array, with its polarization along 45�

direction. The reflectance collected along the polarization

direction 0�, 45�, 90�, and 135�, respectively, is illustrated in

Fig. 3(c). One may find that when the incident light is polar-

ized in 45�, the amplitude of reflectance jr45�,45�j, jr90�,45�j,
jr135�,45�j, and jr0�,45�j is identical and is dispersion-free in

the range of 1550–2100 cm�1. When the incident light is

polarized in 135�, the amplitude of reflectance jr135�,135�j,
jr0�,135�j, jr45�,135�j, and jr90�,135�j shown in Fig. 3(d) is identi-

cal and dispersion-free in the range of 1550–2100 cm�1 as

well. Figure 3(e) illustrates the retrieved Du45� (the phase

difference of r45�,45� and r135�,45�) and Du135� (the phase

FIG. 3. (a) The FESEM of the fabricated LSS array. The scale bars represent

5 lm. (b) The detailed micrograph of a fabricated LSS unit. The scale bars

represent 1 lm. (c) and (d) The measured amplitude of reflectance with four

different polarization directions of incidence and reflectance. (e) The phase

difference retrieved from the measured amplitudes in (c) and (d). (f) The

measured amplitude of reflectance when incident light is along the symmetry

axis of the LSS array.

201105-3 Xiong et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 201105 (2014)
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difference of r135�,135� and r45�,135�).
35 One may find that

in the range of 1550–2100 cm�1, Du45� ¼ 90� and Du135�

¼�90�. The measured amplitudes and the retrieved phase

difference (from measured amplitudes35) confirm that a RCP

light is achieved when the polarization of incident light is set

in 45�. With a similar approach, a LCP light is achieved

when the polarization of incident light is set in 135�. We

also measure the amplitude of reflected light with the inci-

dent light polarized in x- and y-directions (i.e., 0� and 90�).
The measured amplitudes of r0�,0� and r90�,90� are in good

agreement with the simulated results shown in Fig. 1(c).

Therefore, LSS array works as a quarter wave plate in the

frequency range of 1550–2100 cm�1.

To directly demonstrate that LSS array indeed works as

a quarter wave plate, focal plane array (FPA) detector

(Hyperion 3000, Bruker) is applied to collect the infrared

image of the sample. Figure 4(a) shows the topography of

the LSS array for FPA measurement. The x- and y-directions

are in two diagonal directions, respectively, as that defined

in Fig. 1, and h is the angle between the polarization direc-

tion of incident light and x-axis. In Figs. 4(b)–4(h), the FPA

image is collected by integrating the signal in

1550–2100 cm�1. The warmer hue indicates that more

energy has been collected by the FPA detector. To analysis

the polarization state of the reflected light with FPA imaging

system, the polarization of incident light is set along hinc

direction. The component in href direction of reflected light

is collected by the FPA detector. When the incident light is

polarized in the two symmetry directions of the structure

(i.e., hinc¼ 0� and 90�), the polarization of the reflected light

remains unchanged in 1550–2100 cm�1. This means that no

energy is switched to the orthogonal polarization direction.

Figures 4(b) and 4(c) correspond to the scenarios that the

incident polarization angle is set as hinc¼ 0� and 90�, respec-

tively. Most of energy has been reflected back and collected

in the same polarization direction. For this reason, the color

of the sample area in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) is bright red. In Fig.

4(d), the incident polarization (hinc¼ 0�) and the collection

polarization (href¼ 90�) are orthogonal. No energy is con-

verted to the orthogonal polarization direction. As a result,

the color shown in Fig. 4(d) is dark blue.

In Figs. 4(e)–4(h), the incident polarization is set as

hinc¼ 45�, and the FPA images are collected with different

polarization direction href of the reflected light. The color in

the sample areas in Figs. 4(e)–4(h) is nearly identical,

suggesting that the reflected light is circularly polarized

when the incident direction is set in hinc¼ 45�. In Fig. 4(e),

the surrounding area is bright red and in Fig. 4(g) the sur-

rounding area is dark blue. This is due to the fact that the

polarization of light reflected by the surrounding flat surface

remains unchanged.

The broadband optical device with different functional-

ities can be achieved by tuning the structural parameters of

LSS. By setting the lattice constant L and the height of LSS

h as 3.6 lm and 1.4 lm, respectively, a broadband half wave

plate can be realized. Figure 5(a) illustrates the fabricated

LSSs for half wave plate, and Fig. 5(b) illustrates the detail

morphology. Figure 5(c) indicates that the energy of incident

light is converted from 45� polarization direction to 135�

polarization direction when the incident light is polarized in

FIG. 4. (a) The optical micrograph of

LSS array. x- and y-directions of the

coordinate are set along the diagonal

directions of the LSS array. The polar-

ization h is defined as the angle

between the polarization direction and

x-axis direction. The array is

200 lm� 200 lm in size. In (b)–(h),

the incident polarization direction is

along hinc direction, while the reflected

signal is collected with a polarizer

along href direction.

FIG. 5. (a) The FESEM of the half wave plate constructed with LSS array.

(b) shows the zoomed in micrograph of the fabricated LSS unit. The scale

bars in (a) and (b) represent 3 lm. (c) The measured and (d) calculated

results of the reflectivity and PCR of the half wave plate. (e) The optical

micrograph of half wave plate. The sample is 200 lm� 200 lm in size. (f)

and (g) The FPA images collected with different hinc and href setup.

201105-4 Xiong et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 201105 (2014)
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45�. Here, the frequency range varies from 1870 cm�1 to

2170 cm�1. The polarization conversion ratio (PCR)14,36 is

defined as PCR¼ jr135�,45�j2/(jr45�,45�j2þ jr135�,45�j2) and the

measured PCR is illustrated by the blue dotted line in Fig.

5(c). In 1870–2170 cm�1, PCR is larger than 90%.

Simulation shown in Fig. 5(d) further confirms the validity

of the measurement.

To verify the spectrum measurement, we apply FPA

imaging system and collect the infrared image of LSS with

half wave plate feature. The topography of the LSS array is

shown in Fig. 5(e), and the FPA images of Figs. 5(f) and

5(g) are integrated from 1870 cm�1 to 2170 cm�1. In Fig.

5(f), the incident polarization and the collection polarization

are both in 45� direction. The color of the sample area is

dark blue, yet the color of the surrounding area is bright red.

In Fig. 5(g), the collecting polarization has been rotated to

the orthogonal direction. It follows that the sample area

becomes bright red, whereas the surrounding area turns to

deep blue. Therefore, Figs. 5(f) and 5(g) confirm that this

LSS indeed converts the power of the incident light to the or-

thogonal polarization direction; at the same time, the sur-

rounding area works as a flat mirror with the polarization of

reflected light unchanged.

Control the polarization state of light in an extremely

limited space has been an important topic in developing inte-

grated optics and on-chip photonics.37 The work presented

here experimentally demonstrates a full-metal broadband

stereostructured wave plate. Our stereostructure is basically

a continuous metal film and is electrically conductive. So it

can be applied as an electrode simultaneously when it plays

the role of wave plate. This function may have applications

in active opto-electric device27 and display technology.28

We believe that this stereostructure provides a unique

approach in realizing a broadband wave plate device for

manipulating the polarization state of light.
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